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Cut strips from your stash or gather your favorite precuts to make fabulous strip quilts that shine!

Each pattern will inspire you with its remarkably versatile look and scrappy style, easily achieved

with simple strips.60 stunning strip quilts at a great value--just pennies per patternChoose from

sizes ranging from wall hangings and baby quilts to bed-sized quilts, all by top designersIncludes

projects for beginners and experienced quilters in a variety of attractive patchwork styles
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I was absolutely stunned when I got this book today, after reading such good reviews. I went thru

every single pattern, thinking somewhere it would say to use a jelly roll, which is how I have my

pre-cuts. No, that's not the case. One example: It says cut 18 strips of lavender print, 18 strips

yellow print, etc. Ok, I don't have strips of all these colors laying around, which means I'd have to go

out and buy yardage and cut strips myself, which defeats the purpose of using "pre-cuts" in the first

place. Plus, there is no yardage on this, so I would have to sit down and figure out just how much



yardage I would need to cut 18 strips of something. Some of the patterns do have a section for

yardage, but not all of them. A lot of the patterns use 2 1/2 in. squares so I hope you like dealing

with those little pieces. Actually, a lot of the patterns use that size, another thing I'm not crazy about.

I hope I can return this book because it does not make sense to me to try to figure out how much

fabric I need ,then sit and cut strips, then cut the strips up from there.

Many interesting patterns.

Well, this one is for myself and I love it and see several proects I want to do!. as I am cutting back

on the size of the project, less large projects!. So glad that I got it!! Super gift to myself.

This book is absolutely amazing - totally packed with creative goodness. And, with 60 patterns, this

book is an exceptional value. All the strip quilts in this book have easy to follow instructions with

great visuals and are perfect for beginner quilters, as well as experienced quilters that want fun and

fast projects to decorate their home, as well as to give as gifts. My only warning is I think many of

the designs in this book are going to become your "go to" designs to make over and over again.

Thus, this is a perfect book for yourself, or even a gift.

Lots of ideas and ways to use strips--an excellent selection of different kinds of quilts to make. Also

good for giving you ideas for how to use strips to make a "new" design for a quilt.

This is a great collection of unique quilt patterns. They are featured in a wide variety of color ways

and styles. A lot of them are on the modern side with their roots in the classics. One of the really

nice features are the attention to the borders on these quilts. The center areas are well featured and

showcased using the unique borders in the piecing as well as the fabric choices. The blocks within

each quilt create interesting overall patterns as well. A bunch of the quilts also will give the stitcher

great open spaces to showcase the quilting stitches surrounded by the pieced areas.

I highly recommend this book. Quilts are simple, the instructions and illustrations are easy to read.

From the novice to the skilled quilter....this book is for you

This awesome book features quilts using 2-1/2" strips by creative designers who, whether using

precuts or cutting yardage into strips, turned them into an amazing selection of projects.At times



using strips from one fabric line, other times mixing them with strips from other collections, the

inspired designers show us how to use strips in 60 ways: make them twirl into modified pinwheel

blocks, shine as double stars, dazzle as a kaleidoscope, or charm with a modern vibe. Can you tell I

like this book?With straightforward instructions and lots of diagrams, you will be heading to your

quilt room in no time after opening The Big Book of Strip Quilts. Don't take my word for it!
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